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Abstract 
The following article does not intend to present a comprehensive analysis 
of the financial aspects of Web publishing in Macedonia, as the author 
does not possess the resources to achieve such a task, nor is it his 
professional occupation. The goal of this work, rather, is to give a general 
overview of the financial aspects of Web publishing in Macedonia, by 
examining the commercial firms which offer Web hosting, futernet access 
and HTML design. Through the example of Mi-An Publishing's home 
page (http://www.unet.com.mk/mian), the article also assesses the 
financial aspects of the entire process of HTML code creation and Web 
page design. Furthermore, the issues of Web advertising, copyright and 
software use are covered. The data presented in this paper corresponds to 
the conditions in February 1998, and, considering the fast development of 
companies which offer Web hosting and dial-up access, this situation is 
likely to change soon. 
A General overview of Macedonian Web servers which offer web hosting 
Currently, there are four commercial Internet providers which offer Web page hosting in 
Macedonia: Unet, the first Macedonian Internet provider (http://www.unet.com.mk), 
Macedonian Telecom's Internet Center (http://www.mpt.com.mk), the Internet Division of 
RSC Computers (http://www.rsc.com.mk), and MKinter (http://www.mkinter.net). In 
addition, the company Semos Multimedia (http://www.smultimedia.com) offers HTML 
design. 
UNet is the oldest Macedonian Internet provider; as the company's home page points out: 
'20th of April 1995 is the Macedonian Internet access birthday. On that date ULTRA 
Computing established the first full Internet access in the Republic of Macedonia. The 
mentioned access was released with a help of BankNet, Hungary. VSAT equipment was 
placed on Skopje's international computer fair. The link speed was 19.6 kbps. fu less than a 
month, we relocated our equipment and started with necessary tests and preparing for public 
Internet access. Four telephone lines was dedicated for dial-up access. Only two persons was 
engaged part-time in this very first moment. Today, UNet is a separate daughter company of 
Ultra and a well-recognized satellite communication provider. In the part for the Internet 
business, UNet covers more then 80% of brand name corporate Internet users. We are very 
gwell recognized in Macedonian ex-patriate community and we are also covering more then 
80% of them." 
According to the information given on their page, UNet offers the following services: Web 
design; Web hosting; futranet solutions. UNet offers these Internet services: Dial-up access; 
Dial-up UUCP access; Leased-lines access; Sub-providing services; Private networks (VSAT 
technology), Step by Step manual (Macedonian and English versions); Web registration on 
major search machines; Web hosting (special discount prices for other countries); Domain 
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